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Abstract: Microsoft Azure offers its cloud computing services to its users and customers to deploy their 

applications and also helps in meeting their business needs. We used to deploy an application using various resources 

like Database, Virtual machines, and many others. Whenever there is a lack of resource we extend our services from 

Azure Cloud provider. In any case suddenly, our resources may run out of their subscription and our application will 

become inactive. So in those cases, if we take preventive measures to keep our application up at any time, then the 

loss will not happen. Using this scenario, creating an application for the security alerts of any resource which we will 

get to know whenever shortage is about to happen. Azure Monitor is one of such service tool offered by Azure. The 

proposed system uses Azure Monitor to alert our application in case of any shortages observed. The system specifies 

the information about the customer environments for which the service is applicable. So, we can easily compare the 

resources and can take measures to keep the environment safe. 

 
 

Index Terms: Cloud, Cloud Computing, Azure Monitor. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The term “cloud” represents servers and databases that are accessible over the internet. Cloud servers are located 

all over the world. Users access the cloud servers from their places without maintaining infrastructure. 

“Cloud computing” is the computing power of the service to use the infrastructure and server without maintaining 

it by the user. Using internet users can use the services of the cloud. Every cloud service like storage space, 

processing capability, application software is accessed dynamically by the user on demand and calculated according 

to the usage. Cloud helps users to not need to make high investment maintaining their own computers, and uses cloud 

to make availability of their applications with their estimated cost. 

 

1.1 Cloud Service Models 
IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service: In the service model the user rents an infrastructure for their applications. The 

cloud provider takes care of the servers, networking and storage of the data.  

PaaS – Platform as a Service: Offers the middleware services like operating systems, databases and infrastructure like 

servers, storage to support the web applications. 

SaaS – Software as a Service: SaaS is also referred as "On-Demand Software". The user buys a monthly subscription 

and uses software directly from the cloud provider’s platform.  

 

1.2 Cloud Deployment Models 

A cloud deployment model is defined as the infrastructure for the deployment lying and who has control over the 

infrastructure. Each cloud deployment model has its unique advantages and disadvantages. 

Public Cloud: Public cloud has the accessibility to all the users without any privacy of infrastructure. Public cloud 

model is useful for organizations with change in demands. Organizations pay for the usage of networking, 

virtualization and storage available on the internet to the cloud service provider. Public cloud is very useful in team 

with development and testing needs. 

Private Cloud: Private cloud is limited to user or an organization. Users who are more interested in cost efficiency 

and control over their data and resources using will go with the private cloud. Users will be integrated with their data 

center and managed by themselves. This model is useful when users have frequent change in requirements. 

Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid cloud is a combination of two or more cloud deployment models. A hybrid cloud creates 

single platform to users and works like both private cloud and public cloud features. Hybrid cloud computing allows 
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an enterprise to deploy its confidential work details in an on premises cloud and non confidential data on a public 

cloud provider. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The cloud service evolved as a need for the users, organizations. Using cloud service, we can create many 

applications. Azure cloud is one among the cloud service provider. One of the beneficiary services of Azure cloud is 

Monitoring. In Azure portal, users can see monitor functionality. Azure monitor is the tool in Azure portal. It 

maximizes the availability and performance of your applications. It helps in detecting and diagnosing problems 

across applications. Monitoring activity provided by Azure observes data with Log Analytics for analyzing results. It 

is very useful in creating visualizations with the allowing required data in dashboards and workbooks or playbooks. 

Azure Monitor also collects data from resources using Monitor Metrics. The literature survey also includes Log 

Queries that helps user to retrieve their results in various formats. Some of the areas that uses log queries for data 

retrieval are like Log Analytics, Log alert rules, Dashboards, Power Shell. Log Analytics is an intelligence tool used 

by Azure which uses Log queries to represent data in charts or graphs or in power bi reports. Log alert rules are 

defined using Log queries that run on regular basis. Dashboards are the other stream which works on Log Queries 

where we can see the results of any query and the results of the resultant query helps in visualize log and metric data 

together. And we can also share results to other users. Power Shell is also another form where we can use Log 

Queries, which aids in operational insights results. We can use the results of a log query in a Power Shell script from 

a command line. 

 

III.METHODOLOGY 

 
The proposed work uses the Azure Cloud technology services and tools that are useful for the system. The tool here 

proposed is Azure Monitor. Azure Monitor analyzes the data collectively in many forms using its intelligence. The 

data that is carried out for analysis is taken from Azure Cloud which records all the details about the service. Our 

service uses API (Application Programming Interface) calls to collect data from the azure database. Using the data 

from the cloud we build certain visuals like charts or trends to represent the data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                              Fig.1 Architecture of proposed work. 
 

The methodology proposed has four steps. First one is Storing our data in cloud, Alerts creation, Triggering alerts, 

Representation in system. 
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3.1 Storage of Data 

We need to store the customer data to analyze the environment. We are using cloud infrastructure to store our data. 

Using the Azure cloud database we are maintaining our data. The storage of data is shown in below diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          
Fig.2 Storage of data using Azure Cloud Database 

 

The first step of the model starts with data collection by the Azure through the Azure Database. Our service takes 

subscription from the Azure to use its services. Using that subscription, the data like alert fired time, frequency, time 

period, signal, customer, resource group, resource type all the details which are required for our service are stored in 

Azure database. The data which is stored in the database section is selected by the Azure Monitor for the analytics 

task to be done on the various fields of database. And for further steps the azure monitor utilizes this data which it is 

getting directly from the service.  

 

3. 2 Alerts Creation 

Alerts creation is major task in the methodology. ‘Alert’ means a kind of notification for the subscriber. Alerts can be 

Metric alerts, Log alerts, Activity log alerts, Health alerts. These alerts are defined by the user in which the user 

wants to monitor the performance of the deployed service. The following flow chart explains Alerts creation 

methodology. 
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Alerts creation includes the Alert Rule criterion which is handled by the subscriber. These alert rules works on 

targeted resource created by the subscriber. The alert rules have logical test expressions which are evaluated on the 

resource. When logical expression is satisfied then the alert will be created. The alert criteria can be on any resource 

like CPU, Memory, Containers, Database and many others. Some of the criteria are as follows CPU exceeds 90 

percent, memory usage exceeds 80 percent, containers usage exceeds 75 percentage and many others. Azure monitor 

manages the alerts created based on subscription and resource type with alert rules. 

 

3.3Triggering Alerts 

The alerts triggering is the third step of our methodology. The alerts triggering is based on the previous step in our 

methodology. If the alert got fired in the azure monitor then the alert is triggered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Triggering Alerts using Azure Monitor 

Triggering alert is the indication that alert fired in the particular resource with the satisfied alert rule. During alert 

creation in the Azure Monitor, the subscriber mention the action group that is effected or notified when an alert fires. 

The action group drop down has options like email(email of the specific person who wants to get notified when an 

alert triggers), mobile number ( mobile number of the specific person), Group mails(action group mail id in which set 

of people got effected). After triggering of alert the action group will take care of the remedial actions that need to be 

done for the environmental stability. 

3.4 Representation of results set  

The last step of our methodology is the representation. Representation plays a key role among all the steps because 

the User Interface lies in this step. The result set takes triggered output as input and produces the presentation layer 

as output. The presentation layer can be represented in many ways like Power BI report, Dashboards, play books, 

run books and many other things. Our system uses Power BI as it is presentation layer. The visuals of Power BI 

acquire data from the data base that we maintain in our subscription. The data base consists of Alert rules that we 

impose on the service data and Alerts data which consists of the alerts details that are fired. So using the data base 

we drags related fields into the visuals and represent our data. The next section describes how the results are 

visualized and what are the fields used to meet our requirements.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

               Fig.5 Heat Map of the regions with alerts fired. 
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Fig 5 represents the heat map. The heat map is one of the visual used in Power BI reports. The heat map works on the 

colors from lighter to darker. The darker shade indicates more concentration of metric used and lighter shade 

indicates the lesser concentration of metric over the region. The figure represents the alerts that are fired in the 

particular region. In detail, the column headers indicate the region in which our customer lies and also the year from 

where the alerts start firing. The row headers indicate that the names of the regions. The values in the tableau indicate 

that alerts that are fired in the particular region in the respective years. For example if we consider first row it 

indicates in the region of Eluru no alerts are fired in the year of 2020 and in 2021 the total alerts fired were 1038. 

Coming to the color coding used, the color coding starts from lighter color and goes on with darker shades. For 

example of we consider the Tenali region 2020, the alerts are 86 and color shade is light. And in Guntur region for 

2020 year, the highest alerts got fired so the color is bright. Similarly we can compare different shades of colors from 

the heat matrix. 

 

 

                                             Fig.6 Trend to show alerts based on severity. 

Fig 6 represents the trends. Trends in this case shows the number of alerts fired with respect to the severities defined.  

The correlation between the alerts fired and the severities is defined in this graph. In detail, the severity is the criteria 

imposed on the alert based on its criticality. The severity is predefined option in Azure Monitor. The decision of 

severity is based on the subscriber. For example, if we consider an alert like CPU usage exceeds 90 percent, the alert 

is highly severe. So during the creation of alert we will give its severity as 0(sev0) and similarly the other severities 

based on the priority we assign to the alert. In detail, about the visual, the X-axis shows the short forms (mmm) of the 

months (January as Jan, February as Feb, March as Mar..), Y-axis indicates the number of alerts and legend indicates 

the severity of the alert. The four curves in the trends show the sev0, sev1, sev2, sev3 respectively according to the 

legend. The curve is plotted with respect to the number of alerts (indicated with labels) that got fired in the respective 

month over all the regions.  

 

                               Fig.7 Doughnut Chart with resource type  
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Fig 7 represents the doughnut chart. The doughnut chart explains us about the resource type division among the alerts 

deployed. From the chart we can say which resource type has got the highest number of colors using color division. 

In detail, each color in the chart indicates different resource type and the number that is projecting refers the alerts 

across the year.  Resource type means any kind of resource that is provided by the Azure. Some of the examples of 

resource types are web applications, virtual machines, virtual networks, subscriptions. The resources used in the 

present scenario are Database, virtual machine, application gateway, sql server are displayed in legend of the chart. 

For example, from the above chart we can say, among all the alerts fired across all the region database alerts has got 

more in number with 77, next to that application gateway alerts and similarly remaining resource types.   

 

V.ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

The above research study, gives the conclusion that monitoring using azure monitor gives a clear view of the 

customer environment. If alert triggered we can take some actions based on situation or we can impose some 

preventive measures by implementing this system. 

The future work includes the alternative solution for the fired alert using intelligence tool (Log analytics workspace) 

in azure monitor.  
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